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                                                                                                                                                                             FORM NOFORM NOFORM NOFORM NO----(J… 2(J… 2(J… 2(J… 2 
  
            HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASEHEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASEHEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASEHEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 
          District: DhubriDistrict: DhubriDistrict: DhubriDistrict: Dhubri 
 
                                                                                                                            IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NOIN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NOIN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NOIN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO----1, DHUBRI1, DHUBRI1, DHUBRI1, DHUBRI 
 
 
Present: Nur Jamal HNur Jamal HNur Jamal HNur Jamal Hoque, AJSoque, AJSoque, AJSoque, AJS    
                                                    Munsiff NoMunsiff NoMunsiff NoMunsiff No----1111    
                                                    DhubriDhubriDhubriDhubri 
 
   Friday 7th day Friday 7th day Friday 7th day Friday 7th day of February, 2014of February, 2014of February, 2014of February, 2014 
                                           Title Suit NoTitle Suit NoTitle Suit NoTitle Suit No----    289/2005289/2005289/2005289/2005    
                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        JahurudJahurudJahurudJahuruddin SK.......din SK.......din SK.......din SK....... Plaintiff Plaintiff Plaintiff Plaintiff     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        V/SV/SV/SV/S    

1.1.1.1. Abdul KaderAbdul KaderAbdul KaderAbdul Kader    
2.2.2.2. Abdul WahabAbdul WahabAbdul WahabAbdul Wahab    
3.3.3.3. Abdul GaniAbdul GaniAbdul GaniAbdul Gani    
4.4.4.4. Abdul Gafur.....................DefendantsAbdul Gafur.....................DefendantsAbdul Gafur.....................DefendantsAbdul Gafur.....................Defendants    

                                                                    1. Khaiber Ali1. Khaiber Ali1. Khaiber Ali1. Khaiber Ali    
2.2.2.2. Ramjan AliRamjan AliRamjan AliRamjan Ali    
3.3.3.3. Amjad AliAmjad AliAmjad AliAmjad Ali    
4.4.4.4. The State of AssamThe State of AssamThe State of AssamThe State of Assam    
5.5.5.5. SecretarSecretarSecretarSecretary Tiamary Gaon Panchayet..Proy Tiamary Gaon Panchayet..Proy Tiamary Gaon Panchayet..Proy Tiamary Gaon Panchayet..Pro----DefendDefendDefendDefend    

    
This suit coming on for argument on-27/1/14   in presence of:- 
 

    Mr. A. Karim                                              LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  
    Mr.  S. Hussain                                          LD advocate for the defendant 
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 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 
judgment:- 
         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 
 
            This is a suit for This is a suit for This is a suit for This is a suit for mandatory injunction and correction of recordsmandatory injunction and correction of recordsmandatory injunction and correction of recordsmandatory injunction and correction of records     
1.1.1.1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that  suit path as described in the schedule of plaint is 
the subject matter of the suit and hereinafter called as suit path. That plaintiff along with 
proforma defendants no-1 to 3 and other neighbors used suit path since long time for 
their ingress and agrees.  That plaintiff and other neighbors use suit path for carrying 
Riskaw, Thela, bullock carts and moving cattle etc. But the defendants have obstructed 
the plaintiff and other neighbors persons from using said suit path by putting, stocking 
paddy straw, plaining tress, raising thatched house shed in the open space of the path. 
The defendants filed a false case against the plaintiff under section-436 I.P.C, wherein 
plaintiff acquitted. The D.C, Dhubri in a proceeding U/S-107 Cr.P.C regarding path 
directed the defendants to remove obstacles and clear the path, but the defendants 
have disobeyed the order of D.C. The defendants made collusive land  
 
 
      (2… 
records in respect of open space of suit path, which is liable to be expunged. Hence this 
suit.  
2. The defendants contested the suit filling written statements both in law and facts. 

The defendants with the plea of maintainability, cause of action etc, denied entire 
averments of plaint save and except those are specifically admitted in the written 
statement. The defendants further pleaded that  suit land is recorded land of 
predecessor of defendants and they are in continuous possession of the suit land 
since the life time of predecessors life time for the personal use and they used the 
Panchayet road through the suit land which is in front of the house of the defendants. 
That there is no existence of private path and plaintiff never used any path for their 
ingress and agrees.  Hence upon the above defendants preyed dismissal of the suit 
with cost.  

 
3.  During the hearing of argument it apparently appears that no issues framed by my 
predecessor instead of passing an order of framing issues. Hence for proper 
adjudication of dispute between the parties I framed following issues:-  
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             ISSUESISSUESISSUESISSUES                                

1.1.1.1. Whether the suit maintainable in its present form?Whether the suit maintainable in its present form?Whether the suit maintainable in its present form?Whether the suit maintainable in its present form?    
2.2.2.2. Whether there is any path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff Whether there is any path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff Whether there is any path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff Whether there is any path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff 

acquired any right of easement over such path?acquired any right of easement over such path?acquired any right of easement over such path?acquired any right of easement over such path?    
3.3.3.3. Whether plaintiff is entitled to get any reliefs Whether plaintiff is entitled to get any reliefs Whether plaintiff is entitled to get any reliefs Whether plaintiff is entitled to get any reliefs as prayed for?as prayed for?as prayed for?as prayed for?    
4.4.4.4. To what other reliefs the plaintiffs is entitled to?To what other reliefs the plaintiffs is entitled to?To what other reliefs the plaintiffs is entitled to?To what other reliefs the plaintiffs is entitled to?    

    
4. In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before the 
court. In the other hand defendants side also adduces both oral and documentary 
evidences before this court.   
  

5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendant side. I have 
also perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences on 
records and written argument submitted by plaintiff side. 

   
             DISCUSSION, DDISCUSSION, DDISCUSSION, DDISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISIONECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISIONECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISIONECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION    
    
6.6.6.6. ISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NO----1111::::----                MAINTAINABILITY OF SUITMAINTAINABILITY OF SUITMAINTAINABILITY OF SUITMAINTAINABILITY OF SUIT 

The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in its present 
form. Defendant in the instant suit failed to mention specifically as why and how the suit 
is not maintainable. Whereas Order 8, Rule- 2 of C.P.C says that defendant must raise 
all the pleadings specifically regarding the non maintainability of the suit. I also do not 
find anything in the suit which renders the suit is not maintainable. Hence the suit is 
maintainable. This issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of the plaintiff.    
    
7.7.7.7. ISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NO----2:2:2:2:-            Whether there is any path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff Whether there is any path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff Whether there is any path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff Whether there is any path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff 

acquired any right of easement over such path?acquired any right of easement over such path?acquired any right of easement over such path?acquired any right of easement over such path? 
This issue is the crux point of this suit. This suit has been instituted by the plaintiff 
claiming his right of easement over suit land path as described in suit B schedule of 
plaint. The plaintiff further pleaded that  plaintiff and other neighbors use suit path for 
carrying Riskaw, Thela, bullock carts and moving cattle etc. But the defendants have 
obstructed the plaintiff and other neighbors persons from using said suit path by putting, 
stocking paddy straw, planting tress, raising thatched house shed in the open  
      (3… 
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space of the path. The prime contentions of plaintiff side is that plaintiff and his 
neighbors uses the suit path as described in schedule B of plaint since long time and 
defendants illegally obstructed suit path. On contra defendants side pleaded that  suit 
land is recorded land of predecessor of defendants and they are in continuous 
possession of the suit land since the life time of their predecessors  for the personal use 
and they used the Panchayet road through the suit land which is in front of the house of 
the defendants and there is no existence of private path and plaintiff never used any 
path for their ingress and egress.  
All the above are the prime contentions of plaintiff as well as defendants side. From the 
pleadings of both sides it  clearly appears before the court that main points needs to be 
decide first as to whether there is a path in existence, if yes then whether plaintiff 
acquired any right of easement over such path.  The plaintiff to prove his contentions 
examined as many as four  witnesses and exhibited four numbers of documents. On 
contra defendants side also examined one witness and exhibited one document. Before 
entering in to the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff and defendants side, let 
have a look over the entire case records. After careful scrutiny of entire case records it 
has clear before the court that suit land earlier surveyed and report of survey 
commissioner exhibited by plaintiff side as Ext- 3&4. It further reveals from the records 
that my predecessor in office vide its order dated-18/11/08 rejected the report of Survey 
Commissioner as exhibited by plaintiff side as Ext-3&4. That my predecessor after 
rejecting the survey report further directed to survey the suit land and accordingly Amin 
Commissioner submitted his report and my predecessor in office  vide its order dated-
13/6/12 keep the report in abeyance with an observation that acceptability of such 
report will decide after conclusion of evidence of both side. But in this case after 
conclusion of evidence of both sides, neither parties raise any objection against the 
report of survey commission and that is why no formal order was passed for acceptance 
of survey report as submitted by Amin Commissioner. As per Order-26, Rule-9 of C.P.C 
the object of local investigation is to elucidate any matter, which enables the court to 
properly and correctly understand and assess the evidence on records and as no 
objection raise by either side of the suit against such Survey Report, that becomes the 
part of records and court can draw positive inference from such report in the back of 
drop of subject matter of this suit.  It has clear from the above discussion that earlier 
report of survey commissioner rejected by my predecessor, as such such report 
exhibited by plaintiff side as Ext-3&4 not admissible in evidence. I have carefully gone 
through the fresh report submitted by Amin Commissioner, where I find that Survey 
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Commissioner shows one Panchayet Road which connected up to the land of dag no-
1116. The report of survey commissioner proves the fact that land of plaintiff situated 
adjacent to the land of defendants and Panchayet Road situated over dag no-456 and 
that road connected up to N.F Railway. So, from the report of survey commissioner it 
reveals that there is no existence of suit path as described in plaint. The Amin 
Commissioner failed to identify the suit path as described in plaint.  
Now let us traveled through the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiffs and 
defendants side. From the oral testimonies of PW-1, PW-2, PW-3 and DW-1 it appears 
that suit path as alleged by the plaintiff side fall in the land of defendant. PW-1 in his 
cross-examination deposes that they claimed the Path over land of defendant. He also 
deposes that suit Path closed by defendants 14 years back. PW-2 and PW-3 also 
depose the same thing that suit Path closed by defendants 14 years back. The oral and 
documentary evidences of both sides clears the fact that suit path fall in the land of 
defendants over dag no-1116 and said path closed by defendant since 14 years back. 
But whether suit path  used by plaintiff and his neighbors prior closing of  
      (4… 
path by defendants that fact is not proved before this court. Even plaintiff side failed to 
prove the fact  that plaintiff uses that suit path at any point of time.  
To sum up the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff and defendants side it 
become admitted position that suit path belongs to defendants and defendant using the 
suit path as connecting road to Panchayet Road and said Panchayet Raod connected 
with N.F Railway.  But whether plaintiff acquired any right of easement over suit path 
which situated over land of defendants that facts is not proved before the court. It is the 
settled provisions of law that law of easement does not applicable to State of Assam, 
but its spirit is applicable. That indicates that right of easement can by acquired by way 
of using suit path peacefully, openly enjoyed by any person claiming title thereto as an 
easement and as of right without interruption and for twenty years. In this case in hand 
plaintiff side failed to prove the fact that prior to closing the suit path the plaintiff and his 
neighbors uses such suit path for 20 years peacefully, openly and without any 
interruption. How the plaintiff acquired any right of easement that fact not clear or 
proved before this court.  
Therefore in the light of all the above discussion I am constrained to opine that there is 
a path in existence over the land of defendants and said path connected with Panchayet 
Road, but the plaintiff side not acquired any right of easement over such path. Hence 
this issue is answered partly in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
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8. ISSUE NO8. ISSUE NO8. ISSUE NO8. ISSUE NO----3&4:3&4:3&4:3&4:----    RELIEFS RELIEFS RELIEFS RELIEFS  
Both the issues above are co-relates that same in nature; that is why both issues are 
taken together for discussion and decision. In the light of discussion and decision made 
in issue no-2, plaintiffs is not entitled to get any reliefs as prayer for or any other reliefs, 
as the plaintiff side failed to prove their easement right over suit path.  
 
 
              ORDER 
 
9. In the result plaintiff suit is dismissed with cost. 
10.  Prepare a decree accordingly.  
11.  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court under the hand seal of this 
court on  7th day of February, 2014....    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
            MUNSIFF NOMUNSIFF NOMUNSIFF NOMUNSIFF NO----1111    

                        Dhubri Dhubri Dhubri Dhubri  
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                                                                          APPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIX 
 
 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES           PW- 1 Jahuruddin SK 
                                                                       PW-2 Azibar Rahaman 
                                                                     PW-3 Khaibar Ali 
                                                                    PW-4 Rajesh Kumar Kundu 
                                                                

2. DEFENDANTS WITNESSESDEFENDANTS WITNESSESDEFENDANTS WITNESSESDEFENDANTS WITNESSES:-     DW-1 Abdul Gaffar SK 
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3. PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITSPLAINTIFFS EXHIBITSPLAINTIFFS EXHIBITSPLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -        Ext-1 C.C of Order 
                                                                      Ext-2 C.C of Judgment 
                                                                     Ext-3 Sketch Map 
                                                                    Ext-3(series) Signatures 
                                                                   Ext-4 Field Map 
  
             

4. DEFENDANTSEFENDANTSEFENDANTSEFENDANTS    EXHIBITED:EXHIBITED:EXHIBITED:EXHIBITED:-         Ext-A C.C of Chitha 
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